
On the Monodromy Conjeture for urves onnormal surfaesB. Rodrigues�September 3, 2003AbstratThis paper is devoted to some results about the Monodromy Conjeture.The onjeture states that for a nononstant regular funtion f on a surfaegerm (S; 0) with f(0) = 0 we have that if a rational number sÆ is a pole ofthe topologial zeta funtion Ztop(f; s), then e2�isÆ is an eigenvalue of theloal monodromy of f at some point of f�1f0g. First we give our own, veryelementary and oneptual, proof of the onjeture for the well-known asethat the germ (S; 0) is nonsingular. This proof is not only inluded for itssimpliity, but also beause we will need exatly the same arguments in theseond part. There we will explain what an be expeted in the singular aseand what ertainly not.1 Introdution and preliminaries(1.1) Let (S; 0) be a normal omplex (algebrai) surfae germ and f a nononstantregular funtion on (S; 0). For simpliity of notation we assume that f(0) = 0. Inwhat follows we will often suppose, without expliitly mentioning it anymore, thatsuh a surfae germ (S; 0) and a regular funtion f are given.We all a morphism h : X ! S an embedded resolution of f�1f0g in (S; 0) if Xis nonsingular, h is a proper birational morphism, the restrition h : X n h�1f0g !S n f0g is an isomorphism and the divisor h�1(f�1f0g) has nonsingular irreduibleomponents whih interset transversely.Reall that there exists a unique minimal embedded resolution, in the sense thatany other embedded resolution fators through it by blowing up a �nite number ofpoints.(1.2) We denote by Ei, i 2 T = Te[Ts, the irreduible omponents of h�1(f�1f0g),where Te ranges over the exeptional urves and Ts over the omponents of the strit�Researh Assistant of the Belgian Fund for Sienti� Researh - Flanders.2000 Mathematis Subjet ClassiÆaton. 14B05 14E15 14J17 32S401



transform of f�1f0g. For i 2 Te we also setEÆi := Ei n [j2Tj 6=i Ej:Now we de�ne the numerial data (�i; Ni) of the urves Ei, i 2 T . First denoteby Ni the multipliity of Ei in the divisor of f Æ h and for i 2 Ts put �i = 1. Fori 2 Te we let �i be the log disrepany of Ei. These rational numbers are de�ned bythe equation KX = h�KS +Xi2Te(�i � 1)Ei ; (�)where for a normal variety V we denote by KV its anonial divisor (lass). Reallthat the pullbak h�A of a divisor A on S was �rst de�ned by Mumford in [9℄.Briey spoken, h�A is by de�nition equal to eA +Pi2Te aiEi, where eA is the strittransform of A and the ai are the unique solutions of the linear system of equations( eA +Pi2Te aiEi)�Ek = 0, k 2 Te, using that the intersetion matrix of the urvesEi, i 2 Te, is negative de�nite.(1.3) Finally we are ready to de�ne the topologial zeta funtion. Let (S; 0) be anormal surfae germ and f a regular funtion on S, whih of ourse is nononstantand satis�es f(0) = 0 as assumed in (1.1). Let h : X ! S be any embeddedresolution of f�1f0g in (S; 0). The topologial zeta funtion assoiated to (S; 0) andf is de�ned asZtop(f; s) :=Xi2Te �(EÆi )�i + sNi + Xfi;jg�T �(Ei \ Ej)(�i + sNi)(�j + sNj) ;where �(�) denotes the topologial Euler-Poinar�e harateristi. Remark that theurves Ei, i 2 Te; an have arbitrary genus gi; so �(EÆi ) = 2 � 2gi � ard(Ei \([j 6=iEj)).The results of this paper will also apply to the motivi zeta funtion. Before wepass to its de�nition we give a brief desription of the Grothendiek ring of omplexvarieties. In this ontext a variety is not neessarily irreduible, it is a reduedseparated sheme of �nite type over C . We denote by K0(VarC ) the Grothendiekgroup (or ring) of omplex varieties. It is the abelian group generated by the symbols[X℄, for X a variety, with the relations [X℄ = [Y ℄ if X and Y are isomorphi asvarieties, and [X℄ = [Y ℄+ [X nY ℄ if Y is Zariski losed in X. There is a natural ringstruture on K0(VarC ), the produt of [X℄ and [Y ℄ being equal to [X �C Y ℄. We setL := [A 1C ℄ and denote by MC the ring obtained from K0(VarC ) by inverting L.The motivi zeta funtion assoiated to (S; 0) and f is de�ned asZmot(f; s) :=Xi2Te[EÆi ℄ L � 1L�i+sNi � 1 + Xfi;jg�T [Ei \ Ej℄ (L � 1)2(L�i+sNi � 1)(L�j+sNj � 1) ;2



where [�℄ denotes the lass inMC and where the expression L�s should be onsideredas a variable.These zeta funtions on normal surfae germs are �rst introdued by Veys in[13℄. He veri�es there that the de�ning expressions are independent of the hosenresolution, and he explains in detail in whih ring the motivi zeta funtion lives,see [13, Subsetion 5.2℄. With these funtions he generalized the topologial andmotivi zeta funtion assoiated to a nononstant regular funtion on a nonsingularvariety (of arbitrary dimension), whih go bak to Denef and Loeser, see [5℄ and [6℄.(1.4) We are espeially interested in the poles of Ztop(f; s) and Zmot(f; s). For thetopologial zeta funtion the notion of a pole is immediately lear; for the motivizeta funtion we use the de�nition of a pole introdued in [11℄. Very briey, wejust have to represent Zmot(f; s) as a quotient of two polynomials in the variableL�s over a \well-hosen" ring A, say for example Zmot(f; s) = N(L�s)=D(L�s).The main point about A is that in this ring the elements 1 � Lq and bLa , forq 2 Q n f0g, b 2 Z n f0g and a 2 Q , are units; see [11, Subsetion 4.4℄ for therigorous de�nition of A. Now we simply say that a rational number q is a pole ofZmot(f; s) if there exists a number m 2 N n f0g suh that (L�s � L�q )m jD(L�s) inA[L�s ℄, but (L�s � L�q )m - N(L�s) in A[L�s ℄.In the ase of a regular funtion on a nonsingular variety of arbitrary dimensionn, the poles are the subjet of the remarkable Monodromy Conjeture [5, 6℄, whihrelates them to eigenvalues of the loal monodromy of f : Y ! C , and whih is stillopen for n � 3. For the de�nition of loal monodromy, see (1.5).(1.4.1) Monodromy Conjeture. If sÆ is a pole of Ztop(f; s), then e2�isÆ is aneigenvalue of the loal monodromy of f at some point of f�1f0g.The formulation of the onjeture for Zmot(f; s) is ompletely analogous. WhenS = A 2 and f is a polynomial in two variables, this onjeture has already beenproved by Loeser [7℄. In fat, Loeser proved the analogous statement for Igusa'sloal zeta funtion, from whih the stated result follows, see also Remark 2.4(ii).Reall that Igusa originally onjetured the general assertion on A n for his loalzeta funtion. In [10℄ this onjeture is already proved for n = 3 under the extraondition that f is an homogeneous polynomial satisfying �(P2C n ff = 0g) 6= 0, andin [2℄ it is proved for some more surfae singularities.Note that eah omponent Ei, i 2 T , indues a andidate pole sÆ = � �iNi forthe topologial zeta funtion Ztop(f; s). However, due to miraulous anellations,usually many of these andidates are no pole. This strange phenomenon would beeluidated by the Monodromy Conjeture.Sine the above statement of the Monodromy Conjeture ertainly does not holdfor regular funtions on arbitrary normal surfaes, see for example [13, Example 2.8℄,Veys proposed in [13, Subsetion 2.9℄ to investigate the following adapted version.Let  denote the least ommon denominator of the log disrepanies �i and let sÆ3



be a pole of Ztop(f; s). Is then e2�isÆ an eigenvalue of the loal monodromy of f atsome point of f�1f0g?We will prove that this \generalized" question indeed has a positive answer when = 1 and sÆ � 0; remark that this inludes the ase of nonsingular surfaes, whihwas originally proved by Loeser [7℄. On the other hand, when  = 1 and sÆ > 0,we will give a onsiderable indiation that the proposed adaptation does not holdanymore. Finally, when  > 1, we will give an atual ounterexample, providing anegative answer to the question of Veys.(1.5) Fix a normal surfae germ (S; 0) and a nononstant regular funtion f on it,satisfying f(0) = 0. We now briey sketh the de�nition of loal monodromy. Notethat exatly the same de�nition applies to the ase of a regular funtion on a varietygerm of arbitrary dimension.Fix b 2 S with f(b) = 0. Suppose that (S; b) is embedded in (C N ; b), forsome suÆiently large N 2 N . Let B � C N be a small enough ball with enterb; the restrition fj(B\S) is a topologial �bration over a small enough pointed disD � C n f0g with enter 0. The �ber M(f;b) of this �bration is alled the Milnor�ber. The ounterlokwise generator of the fundamental group of D indues anendomorphism of H �(M(f;b); C ) whih is alled the loal monodromy of f at b. By aneigenvalue of the loal monodromy of f at b we mean an eigenvalue of the monodromyation on (at least) one of the Hq(M(f;b); C ) for 0 � q � dimS � 1 = 1.We will only need the following formula (of A'Campo) in terms of an embeddedresolution h : X ! S of f�1f0g in (S; 0).(1.5.1) Theorem ([1, Th�eor�eme 3℄ and [12, Theorem II.1.3℄). For b 2 f�1f0g letPq(t) denote the harateristi polynomial of the monodromy ation onHq(M(f;b); C )for q 2 f0; 1g. Then P1(t)P0(t) =Yi2T (1� tNi)��(EÆi \h�1fbg):Note that a similar formula always exists for a variety germ (V; 0) and a regularfuntion f on it whenever the singular lous Vsing of V is ontained in f�1f0g; see[12, Theorem II.1.3℄.2 The speial ase of a nonsingular germ (S; 0)(2.1)We will give here our own and very elementary proof of the well-known ase ofConjeture 1.4.1 that (S; 0) is a nonsingular surfae germ. We will use the followinglemma.(2.2) Lemma. Let E1; : : : ; Er be nonsingular, omplete urves on a nonsingular4



surfae, suh that Sri=1Ei is onneted and has only normal rossings. For eahi 2 f1; : : : ; rg we put EÆi := Ei nSj 6=iEj. Then we haverXi=1 �(EÆi ) � 0;exept when Sri=1Ei is a tree onsisting of rational urves. Moreover, in the latterase we have Pri=1 �(EÆi ) = 2.Proof. First suppose that at least one of the urves Ei is non-rational, say forexample E1. We will use some indution argument on r. When r = 1, we obviouslyhave �(EÆ1) = �(E1) = 2� 2g1 � 0;where g1 denotes the genus of E1. For arbitrary r, we an use the indution hypoth-esis on the r � 1 �rst urves, yielding thatr�1Xi=1 �( eEi) � 0;where eEi stands for Ei n r�1[j=1j 6=i Ej:Clearly �(EÆi ) � �( eEi) for i 2 f1; : : : ; r � 1g. Sine Sri=1Ei is onneted, we seethat �(EÆr ) � 1 and that there exists at least one i 2 f1; : : : ; r � 1g satisfying�(EÆi ) � �( eEi)� 1. Then we haverXi=1 �(EÆi ) � �(EÆr )� 1 + r�1Xi=1 �( eEi)� 0:Now suppose that all urves Ei are rational. Again, building up the on�g-uration Sri=1Ei by introduing one by one the urves Ei, we obtain that alwaysPri=1 �(EÆi ) � 2 and that Pri=1 �(EÆi ) � 0 as soon as there is a yle of rationalurves in the on�guration. On the other hand, when Sri=1Ei is a tree onsisting ofrational urves, the same indution argument will easily reveal thatPri=1 �(EÆi ) = 2.�(2.3) Proof of Conjeture 1.4.1. We use the notation of Setion 1 for the minimalembedded resolution h : X ! S of f�1f0g in (S; 0). Suppose that sÆ 2 Q is apole of Ztop(f; s). Then we know by [11, Theorem 2.8(i)℄ that either sÆ = � 1Nifor some irreduible omponent Ei of the strit transform of f�1f0g (Case 1), orsÆ = � �iNi for some (rational) exeptional urve Ei interseting at least three timesother omponents (Case 2). The �rst ase is easy. Indeed, let b 2 S be any point,5



di�erent from 0, on the irreduible omponent of f�1f0g whose strit transform byh is preisely Ei. Theorem 1.5.1 for example then yields that the zeros of1� tNiare eigenvalues of the loal monodromy of f at b, implying that e2�isÆ = e2�i(� 1Ni ) issuh a monodromy eigenvalue.Now we suppose that Case 2 is satis�ed, but Case 1 is not. Denote by EiÆthe urve postulated in Case 2, and onsider the formula of A'Campo for b = 0,stating that the alternating produt of the harateristi polynomials of the loalmonodromy of f at 0 is equal toYi2Te(1� tNi)��(EÆi ):Write sÆ = �ad;where a and d are two natural numbers whih are relatively prime. So we areobviously espeially interested in the urves Ei whih satisfy djNi. We may as wellassume that d - Ni for i 2 Ts, sine for the other possibility we an use a very similartreatment as for Case 1.Clearly it is suÆient to prove thatXi2TedjNi �(EÆi ) < 0:First note that eah onneted omponent of N := Si2Te;djNi Ei ontains at leastone urve interseting at least two times other omponents Ej with d - Nj. Herewe use the well-known relation �N = Pri=1Ni, where E is an exeptional urveinterseting r times other omponents Ei, for i = 1; : : : ; r, and where �� denotesthe self-intersetion number of E. This relation an easily be dedued by intersetingthe prinipal divisor Pi2T NiEi with E; see also [13, Lemma 2.3℄. By Lemma 2.2we obtain that Xi2I �(EÆi ) � 0for every onneted omponent Si2I Ei of N , the equality only ourring whenSi2I Ei is a tree (onsisting of rational urves and) interseting Sj2T;d-Nj Ej exatlytwie. We will now show that for the onneted omponent M = Si2IM Ei of Nontaining EiÆ we ertainly have Xi2IM �(EÆi ) < 0;�nishing the proof of Conjeture 1.4.1.Suppose that Pi2IM �(EÆi ) = 0, or equivalently that M is a tree (onsisting ofrational urves and) interseting Sj2T;d-Nj Ej exatly twie. Obviously those twointerseting points have to belong to the same urve E1 of M . We distinguish two6



possibilities. First, suppose that EiÆ = E1. Then there still is at least one omponentE2 of M interseting EiÆ. By [13, Lemma 2.3(iii)℄ we know thatkXi=1 �i = k � 2;where the summation runs over all urves Ei interseting EiÆ, the notation �i standsfor �i+sÆNi and k � 3 denotes the number of urves interseting EiÆ. We also knowby [11, Lemma 2.6℄ that all �i < 1. The ombination of those two fats easily resultsin the inequality �i > �1. Sine moreover�2 = �2 + sÆN2 = �2 � adN2 2 Z;we obtain that �2 = 0 and hene thatsÆ = � �2N2 :With similar arguments we see that E2 also has to interset another omponent ofM , say E3, and that in addition � �2N2 = � �3N3 :Repeating the same proedure seems to produe an in�nite hain, whih of ourseontradits the �niteness of the resolution graph.Now suppose that EiÆ 6= E1. Then there are at least three omponents of Minterseting EiÆ. For eah of them we an start the same proedure as above. Sinethere is only one urve in M whih intersets omponents Ej with d - Nj, weobviously end up with the same ontradition. �
(2.4) Remarks.(i) In exatly the same way one an prove Conjeture 1.4.1 for the motivi zetafuntion Zmot(f; s).(ii) Let f 2 F [x1; x2℄ n F for some (big enough) number �eld. To any p-adiompletion K of F one assoiates Igusa's loal zeta funtion ZK(f; s), whihis the meromorphi ontinuation to C ofs 7�! ZP 2K jf(x)js jdxj ;for <(s) > 0, where PK denotes the maximal ideal of the valuation ring RKof K. For some more detailed explanation about this de�nition (and also forthe formula of Denef writing ZK(f; s) in terms of an embedded resolution),we refer to [3℄, [4℄ or [10, Introdution and Setion 1℄.7



Again we onsider the minimal embedded resolution. Reall the result ofLoeser [7℄ stating that if sÆ is a pole of ZK(f; s), then <(sÆ) = � 1Ni for someirreduible omponent Ei of the strit transform of f�1f0g or <(sÆ) = � �iNi forsome exeptional urve Ei interseting at least three times other omponents.For almost all ompletions K of F (i.e., for all exept a �nite number) onean also easily hek this by hand using the formula for ZK(f; s) in termsof an embedded resolution. So we an use exatly the same arguments as inthe previous proof to obtain the orretness of the following (original) p-adiversion of the Monodromy Conjeture.For almost all ompletions K of F , if sÆ is a pole of ZK(f; s), then e2�i<(sÆ) isan eigenvalue of the loal monodromy of f at some omplex point of f�1f0g.3 The general ase(3.1) In this setion we will see what happens when we proeed to the ase of normalsurfae germs (S; 0). Veys already showed [13, Example 2.8℄ that the assertionin (1.4.1) is in general not true for singular surfaes S. In [13, Subsetion 2.9℄he proposes to investigate the following adaptation of the Monodromy Conjeturefor normal surfae germs. Let  denote the least ommon denominator of the logdisrepanies �i, i 2 Te; it is independent of the hosen resolution. Let sÆ be a poleof Ztop(f; s); is then e2�isÆ an eigenvalue of the loal monodromy of f at some pointof f�1f0g ?Here we will mainly work on this question of Veys. We will �rst onsider thesituation that all the log disrepanies are atually integral, inluding of oursethe Gorenstein singularities. Obviously this ondition is independent of the hosenresolution. Note that in this ase the above integer  is equal to 1 and we �ndourselves with the usual formulation of the Monodromy Conjeture. We have thefollowing aÆrmative answer for the nonpositive poles of Ztop(f; s).(3.2) Theorem. Let f be a nononstant regular funtion on a normal surfaegerm (S; 0) with f(0) = 0 and suppose that all log disrepanies are integral. LetsÆ 2 Q�0 . If sÆ is a pole of Ztop(f; s), then e2�isÆ is an eigenvalue of the loalmonodromy of f at some point of f�1f0g.Remark. The same theorem (and proof) will hold for Zmot(f; s).Proof. We use the notation of Setion 1 for the minimal embedded resolution h :X ! S of f�1f0g in (S; 0). First remark that e2�i0 = 1 is always an eigenvalue ofthe loal monodromy of f at any point b of f�1f0g di�erent from 0.For the negative poles we an opy word for word the argument in the proof ofConjeture 1.4.1, see (2.3). �
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(3.3) Bearing in mind the details of the proof of Conjeture 1.4.1 (and of Theorem3.2) we are led to introdue the following de�nition. Fix an arbitrary embeddedresolution h : X ! S of f�1f0g in (S; 0) and let d 2 N n f0g. We will say that thepair (f ; (S; 0)) is bad for d when(i) d - Ni for i 2 Ts,(ii) all onneted omponents Si2I Ei of Si2Te;djNi Ei are trees onsisting of ratio-nal urves and(iii) eah of these trees Si2I Ei intersets Sj2T;d-Nj Ej exatly twie.One easily veri�es that this ondition is independent of the hosen resolution. Notemoreover that in ondition (iii) the two intersetion points neessarily have to belongto the same urve of the tree Si2I Ei.(3.4) Let us now look at the most general ase of an arbitrary nononstant regularfuntion f on an arbitrary normal surfae germ (S; 0) with f(0) = 0 and an arbitraryrational number sÆ. Write sÆ = a=d for some numbers a 2 Z and d 2 N n f0g whihare relatively prime. We an repeat more or less the previous proof up to thesituation that d - Ni for i 2 Ts and that we still have to prove that at least one ofthe onneted omponents Si2I Ei of N := Si2Te;djNi Ei satis�esXi2I �(EÆi ) < 0:Note that by Lemma 2.2 we already know thatPi2I �(EÆi ) � 0 for every onnetedomponent of N . At this stage the point is not only that we annot follow anymorethe details of the proof of Conjeture 1.4.1 (and of Theorem 3.2), but also that wewill be able to show that when sÆ > 0 or  > 1 suh a desired onneted omponentof N does not need to exist, see Example 3.5 and Example 3.6. Obviously, imposingthe negation of the above \geometri" badness ondition immediately results in thefollowing proposition.(3.4.1) Proposition. Let f be a nononstant regular funtion on a normal surfaegerm (S; 0) with f(0) = 0. Let sÆ 2 Q and write sÆ = a=d for some numbers a 2 Zand d 2 N n f0g whih are relatively prime. Suppose that the pair (f ; (S; 0))is notbad for d. Then we have the following.If sÆ is a pole of Ztop(f; s), then e2�isÆ is an eigenvalue of the loal monodromy of fat some point of f�1f0g.Exatly the same omments (and examples) apply to the question of Veys involvingthe least ommon denominator  of the log disrepanies �i, i 2 Te. Here thestatement is as follows.(3.4.2) Proposition. Let f be a nononstant regular funtion on a normal surfaegerm (S; 0) with f(0) = 0 and denote by  the least ommon denominator of the log9



disrepanies �i, i 2 Te. Let sÆ 2 Q and write sÆ = a=d for some numbers a 2 Zand d 2 N n f0g whih are relatively prime. Suppose that the pair (f ; (S; 0))is notbad for d. Then we have the following.If sÆ is a pole of Ztop(f; s), then e2�isÆ is an eigenvalue of the loal monodromy off at some point of f�1f0g.Remark. The same propositions hold for Zmot(f; s).(3.5) Example. We will give here a onsiderable indiation that in Proposition3.4.1 and Proposition 3.4.2 the ondition on the pair (f ; (S; 0)) of being not badan not be omitted, providing a negative answer to the question of Veys in [13,Subsetion 2.9℄. This �rst example will provide a situation with  = 1 (meaningthat all log disrepanies are integral) and sÆ > 0. Note that in this ase bothpropositions atually oinide.We use the following ombination of a result of Wall [14, Theorem 2.1℄ andManetti [8, Theorem 3.2℄, see also [11, Subsetion 2.13℄ for some more details.Let fgij1 � i � ng, fbij1 � i � ng and fbi;jj1 � i; j � ng be three sets of integerssuh that gi; bi � 0 for eah i, bj;i = bi;j � 0 for eah i 6= j and the quadrati formPni;j=1 bi;jxixj is negative de�nite. Then there exists an isolated algebrai surfaesingularity (S; 0), an algebrai urve germ C on S and an embedded resolutionh : X ! S of C in (S; 0) with exeptional divisor D = Sni=1Ei suh that gi is thegenus of Ei, bi = E �Ei and bi;j = Ei �Ej, where E denotes the strit transform of Cby h.The singularity is normal if and only if D is onneted.In this example we put n = 6, g1 = g2 = g3 = g4 = g5 = g6 = 0, b1 = b2 = b3 = b4 =b5 = 0, b6 = 1 and
B = 0BBBBBB� �4 0 1 0 0 00 �2 1 0 0 01 1 �1 1 0 00 0 1 �6 1 10 0 0 1 �3 00 0 0 1 0 �2

1CCCCCCA :
Then there exists a normal surfae germ (S; 0), a urve germ C on S and an em-bedded resolution h : X ! S of C in (S; 0) realizing six exeptional urves Ei,i = 1; : : : ; 6, equipped with the spei�ed data. Moreover, the strit transform E ofC, whih we onsider this time with (1; 7) as numerial data, is a prime divisor onX satisfying E �E1 = E �E2 = E �E3 = E �E4 = E �E5 = 0 and E �E6 = 1. Then theembedded resolution graph has the following form :
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E3 E5
E2E1

E6E4E
X

Figure 1Solve the well-known equations [13, Lemma 2.3℄ for the numerial data. This yields�1 = �1; �2 = �2; �3 = �5; �4 = �1; �5 = �6 = 0;N1 = 3; N2 = 6; N3 = 12; N4 = 3; N5 = 1; N6 = 5:Consequently Ztop(f; s) = �24� 35s+ 273s2(�1 + 3s)(�5 + 12s)(1 + 7s) ;implying that sÆ = � �4N4 = 13 is a pole (of order 1) of Ztop(f; s). Nevertheless, theomplex number e2�isÆ is neither a zero nor a pole of one of the following expressions :11� t7 ;6Yi=1 (1� tNi)��(EÆi ) = (1� t12)(1� t3)(1� t3)(1� t6)(1� t) = 1 + t61� t :The reason that at the beginning of this example we only talked about a onsiderableindiation and not about an atual ounterexample, is that we do not know whetheror not there exists a regular funtion on (S; 0) realizing the urve germ C on S(together with its numerial data). But if there exists suh a regular funtion f ,this example provides a topologial zeta funtion having sÆ = 13 as a pole withoute2�isÆ being an eigenvalue of the loal monodromy of f .(3.6) Example. We end this hapter with an example in whih the least ommondenominator  of the log disrepanies is not equal to 1. We proeed ompletely inthe same way as in the previous example, but this time we put n = 5, g1 = g2 =g3 = g4 = g5 = 0 and B = 0BBBB� �2 0 1 0 00 �2 1 0 01 1 �3 1 00 0 1 �2 10 0 0 1 �6
1CCCCA :11



The prime divisor E on X has to satisfy E �E1 = E �E2 = E �E3 = E �E5 = 0and E �E4 = 1, and we assoiate to it the numerial data (1; 16). This yields anembedded resolution graph of the following form :
E3 E5

E2E1
E E4

X
Figure 2The numerial data are�1 = �2 = 1732 ; �3 = 116 ; �4 = 18 ; �5 = 316 ;N1 = N2 = 3; N3 = 6; N4 = 12; N5 = 2:Hene the least ommon denominator  of the rational numbers �i is 32. Also remarkthat the singularity (S; 0) is log terminal. Sine�3N3 = �4N4 = 196 ;we know that sÆ = � 196 is a pole (of order 2) of Ztop(f; s). Nevertheless, the om-plex number e2�isÆ = e2�i(�1=3) is neither a zero nor a pole of one of the followingexpressions : 11� t16 ;5Yi=1 (1� tNi)��(EÆi ) = (1� t6)(1� t12)(1� t3)2(1� t2) = (1 + t3)2(1 + t6)1� t2 :Sine (S; 0) is a rational singularity, there ertainly exists a regular funtion f on(S; 0) realizing the divisor 16C, where again C := h(E). Hene we have a topo-logial zeta funtion Ztop(f; s) with sÆ = � 196 as a pole, but without e2�isÆ beingan eigenvalue of the loal monodromy of f . Again this shows the neessity of theondition on (f ; (S; 0)) in Proposition 3.4.2 of being not bad. The same note alsoapplies to Proposition 3.4.1, heking this time that e2�isÆ = e2�i(�1=96) is not aneigenvalue of the loal monodromy of f .Referenes[1℄ N. A'Campo, La fontion zeta d'une monodromie, Comment. Math. Helv. 50(1975), 233{248. 12
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